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QuickMetric was built with the
idea of helping software teams
to rapidly estimate the cost of
building new features and
producing changes to existing
software code bases.
QuickMetric automates the
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cost estimation of software
changes by allowing
developers to answer the three
fundamental questions of
'what', 'how' and 'who' with
single strokes. QuickMetric
uses a unique framework
where the software changes to
be performed are described in
simple, three question
templates. QuickMetric
produces these templates by
performing a cost analysis on
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the code base of the software
being changed. The template
and code base are then linked
together and the questions are
asked based on the code in the
template. The answers to these
questions are then used to
estimate the cost of producing
the change. This estimate is
then displayed in a manner that
developers can easily
understand. A quick click of
the mouse completes the
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estimation of the cost of the
change in a matter of seconds.
Supported Languages:
QuickMetric works with any
supported language for
software development. The
only requirement is that you
are using a supported version
of QuickMetric. ==
QuickMetric Features == ==
QuickMetric Limitations ==
The value of QuickMetric for
a specific situation will always
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depend on a few factors: - The
Complexity of the changes you
are making - The size of your
code base - The amount of
time you want to spend
estimating your changes What tools are available to
perform the cost analysis How much time you want to
spend in performing the cost
analysis - The availability of a
trained user base to ask the
questions and complete the
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cost analysis - The quality of
the quality assurance process
used by your company - The
business model that the
company is using ==
QuickMetric Workflow ==
The typical cost analysis
workflow for QuickMetric is
as follows: 1. A new software
version is available for review
2. The version is reviewed by a
senior engineer 3. An estimate
of the cost of this change is
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generated 4. The estimate is
approved and marked as
complete 5. The estimate is
reviewed by a senior engineer
6. A plan to complete the work
is set in motion ==
QuickMetric Supported
Languages == QuickMetric
can be run on a desktop or a
laptop. The software is
provided with support for
Windows 2000, Windows XP,
Windows Vista, Windows 7,
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Windows 2008, Windows 8,
and Windows 10. ==
QuickMetric Commercial
Support ==
QuickMetric Crack Incl Product Key

QuickMetric Download With
Full Crack helps to estimate
the cost of software production
by calculating the cost of each
project code element
separately, in order to get an
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accurate estimation of the total
cost of production. The
application estimates
production costs by calculating
the cycle time of a given code
element, which is the time
period that it takes from the
start of the code creation to the
end of its execution.
QuickMetric Serial Key
application helps to calculate
the production cost of a given
project by automatically
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dividing the entire project into
small and separate elements,
and calculating the costs of
each element in terms of time.
Project costs are estimated by
calculating the cost of each
project element individually,
which is the time period it
takes from the start of a new
element creation to the end of
its execution. The application
calculates a project's cost by
dividing the project into many
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separate and independent
project elements, and
calculating the cost of each
element in terms of its time.
To calculate the cost of a new
element is really simple: 1.
Type of element to be
calculated. 2. This element
costs: Please define the
element cost. 3. The element's
price: Please define the
element price. You can give a
Cost or a Profit value, the
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application will calculate the
cost of the element according
to your selection. When you
have finished typing the
parameters, click the
"Calculate" button to start the
process. Features: * Works for
Java,C#,VB,Object Pascal and
any other Windows based IDE
* Can calculate project cost *
Can calculate project profit *
Can calculate element cost *
Can calculate element profit *
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Can calculate based on
production cost * Can
calculate based on element
cost * Can calculate based on
element profit QuickMetric
Crack by Pr0bilityMedia Ltd.
Your feedback is important to
us and will help us improve
our products. If you have any
suggestions for improvement
please do not hesitate to
contact us at
QM@QMProduct.com Legal
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All rights reserved.
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QuickMetric

QuickMetric is a tool for
estimating the cost of
production of software
projects. It provides an easy-touse interface for estimating the
effort needed for future
projects by leveraging
historical information. Simple
interface [Self-explanatory]
[Multithreaded] Start with
QuickMetric QuickMetric is a
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tool for estimating the cost of
production of software
projects. It provides an easy-touse interface for estimating the
effort needed for future
projects by leveraging
historical information.
QuickMetric is a useful tool
for estimating the cost of
future projects. Features [Selfexplanatory] Changelog
2009-05-10: Current version
(1.0) License Copyright (c)
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2009-2010
maurits.maecker@gmail.com
All Rights Reserved. Visit
QuickMetric Visit the home of
QuickMetric on the web Visit
QuickMetric on GitHub Visit
the Facebook fan page Visit
QuickMetric on Twitter Visit
the Twitter account of
madhumasim Visit the Twitter
account of maurits.maecker
Visit the YouTube Channel of
maurits.maecker Visit the
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Google+ Page of
maurits.maecker Visit the
Google+ Page of madhumasim
Visit the Google+ Page of
maurits.maecker Visit the
Google+ Page of quickmetric
Visit the GitHub Page of
maurits.maecker Visit the
GitHub Page of madhumasim
Visit the GitHub Page of quick
What's New in the?
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A small, simple, very easy to
use application specially
designed to estimate the
production cost of a given
code base. The main purpose
of this application is to allow
the user to perform the
following tasks: - estimate the
production cost of a given
code base - generate and
display a standard costestimation report, including: items (class/method) by cost 19 / 28

if items are classes, then the
total cost of all classes - a
global total for the total cost of
all classes and items - standard
time cost (minutes) - the
execution time of a specific
item/class - when an item/class
is invoked for the first time,
the application displays the
static call graph in order to
ease understanding of the task
- an automatic class calculator,
that allows the user to
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manually calculate the
production cost of a class. The
calculator takes care of finding
the cost of all the items
contained in the class (by
inspecting the instance
variables of the class), and
returns the resulting value. - an
automatic class calculator, that
allows the user to manually
calculate the production cost
of a class. The calculator takes
care of finding the cost of all
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the items contained in the class
(by inspecting the method
arguments), and returns the
resulting value. - an automatic
method calculator, that allows
the user to manually calculate
the production cost of a
method. The calculator takes
care of finding the cost of all
the items contained in the
method (by inspecting the
method arguments), and
returns the resulting value.
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Basic Usage: 1) Select a folder
containing a code base to
analyze. All code files should
be compiled with Release
configuration. 2) Select the
"Analyze Code Base" button in
the main window. A new
window will appear, displaying
the code base, and the list of
items and their respective
cost/duration. 3) To estimate
the production cost of a given
item, click on the "New"
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button at the right-hand side of
the main window. The window
will refresh and allow you to
enter the name of the item. 4)
To estimate the production
cost of a given class, click on
the "New" button at the righthand side of the main window.
The window will refresh and
allow you to enter the name of
the class. 5) To estimate the
production cost of a given
method, click on the "New"
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button at the right-hand side of
the main window. The window
will refresh and allow you to
enter the name of the method.
Advanced Usage: 6) To display
the static call graph of a
specific item, click on the
"Show Call Graph" button at
the right-hand side of the main
window. 7) To display the
static call graph of a specific
method, click on the "Show
Call Graph" button at the right25 / 28

hand side of the main window.
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System Requirements For QuickMetric:

Hard Drive: 8 GB free.
Processor: 2.3 GHz. RAM: 1
GB. Operating System:
Windows XP. Internet: Yes.
DirectX: 10. Additional Notes:
DALI: Please run the game as
Administrator. Steam Cloud:
Please enable the Steam
Cloud. Known Issue: Mouse: If
you experience issues with
mouse, please try a different
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mouse. If this happens, please
contact me through here.
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